Abstract-Based on the principle of double-half-revolution mechanism, this paper designed a new-style bionic walking mechanism by using two tandem planetary gear trains, which is composed of one first swiveling arm, one second swiveling arm, two striding rods and mechanism bracket, etc. The first swiveling arm and second swiveling arm are the planet carriers (also as gearbox casings) of the planetary gear trains respectively. On the basis of analysis of interference and motion coupling relationship of joints, non-interference condition of the bionic walking mechanism was obtained. Motion simulation was done in COSMOS Motion software, and the motion path curves of rotating joints of the bionic walking mechanism were obtained. Simulation shows that the fluctuation of the bionic walking mechanism is small and it meets the mobility of exploration.
INTRODUCTION
Walking mechanism of exploration vehicle is the key to complete exploration mission. According to the configuration of travelling mechanism, it can be divided into wheeled, tracked and legged type, etc. For various types of travelling mechanism, many scholars have done a great deal of theoretical analysis and experimental research in order to provide a theoretical basis for exploration rover design [1] [2] [3] [4] . Compared to the propulsion mode of wheeled or tracked type, walking mechanism has unique advantages, such as good mobility and adaptability of road surface, and is able to walking on the undulate terrain or soft ground with little less efficiency [5] . Based on the principle of double-halfrevolution mechanism [6] , this paper designed a new-style bionic walking mechanism, which has been applied to the lunar exploration rover. On the basis of analysis of interference and motion coupling relationship of joints, its motion was simulated in COSMOS Motion software, and the fluctuation of bionic walking mechanism was obtained.
II. DOUBLE-HALF-REVOLUTION MECHANISM
Bionic walking mechanism design is an important goal of animal motion bionics, but the conventional walking mechanisms are mostly inclined to imitate all walking motions of animals, thus results in the complexity of mechanisms and it is difficult to realize the practical walking mechanisms.
When animals fly in the air, swim under water or run on land, their motion styles are different, but they are all nonsymmetrical swing in essence. For example, swoop down or fly upwards motions of bird's wings, kick rearward or stretch forward motions of horse's legs, they are different motion styles. Swing is a motion style which is adaptable to the muscles, and the nonsymmetrical motion is a necessary condition for the animals to fly upwards or walk forward. A double-half-revolution mechanism is a kind of rotating mechanism, which imitates the nonsymmetrical motion of animal organ and can realize the walking effect [6] . It is composed of one first swiveling arm, one second swiveling arm and two striding rods, as shown in Fig.1 . At one end of the first swiveling arm there is a spindle connected by a rotary joint, and at the other end there is the second swiveling arm; At each end of the second swiveling arm there is a striding rod which is also connected by a rotary joint, and the two striding rods are always perpendicular to each other. The motion between the spindle and two striding rods is transmitted by series of gears.
When the first swiveling arm rotates one cycle, the second swiveling arm rotates half-cycle and the striding rods rotate quarter cycle, as shown in Fig.1 . With the first swiveling arm rotating around the spindle, two striding rods respectively rotate from the upper horizontal position to the lower vertical position, and the upper semi-cycle and lower semi-cycle motions of the striding rods are different. When the motor drives the first swiveling arm to rotate around the spindle, the endpoints of the swiveling rods contact to the land in turn, thus realize the walking function. Its walking motion diagram is shown in Fig.2 .
III. BIONIC WALKING MECHANISM DESIGN

A. The Principle of Mechanism
Based on the principle of the above-mentioned doublehalf-revolution mechanism, we designed a new-style bionic Figure1 . Double-half-revolution mechanism walking mechanism, as shown in Fig.3 . It is mounted on the mechanism bracket, which is connected to the exploration rover body. It adopts a gear pair transmission between the driving motor and the spindle in order to improve its bearing capacity. Between the spindle and the striding rods, there is a double-half-revolution mechanism, which is constituted by two tandem planetary gear trains. The first swiveling arm and second swiveling arm are planet carrier (also as gearbox casings) of planetary gear train respectively, and Z 5 =2Z 3 , Z 9 =2Z 6 . According to the formula of transmission ratio of planetary gear train, the following equations can be obtained. 
is angular velocity of the first swiveling arm, the second swiveling arm and the striking rod respectively,
is angular velocity of gear 3, gear 5, gear 6 and gear 9 respectively,
is teeth number of gear 3, gear 5, gear 6 and gear 9 respectively. By solving (1), (2) and (3), we can obtain the transmission ratio of the double-half-revolution mechanism, written as the following equation, 1 : 2 :
B. Motion Coupling Relation Analysis of Bionic Walking
Mechanism In order to realize right walking effect, the bionic walking mechanism must meet a certain motion coupling relation, i.e. the ratio of the relative angular velocity among the first swiveling arm, the second swiveling arm and the striding rod is 4:2:1, and ensure that relative angular velocity directions of rods are right. There are several possible combinations of relative angular velocity directions of rods in bionic walking mechanism, as shown in Table1 (only taking clockwise rotation of the first swiveling arm for example).
Simulation in COSMOS Motion software shows that when the first swiveling arm rotates around the spindle, the second swiveling arm rotates /2 relative to the first swiveling arm in the opposite direction, and the striding rods rotate /4 relative to the second swiveling arm in the same direction (as shown combination plan 1 in Table ) , thus, the bionic walking mechanism can realize right walking effect. 
C. Interference Analysis of Bionic Walking Mechanism
Because the rods in bionic walking mechanism adopt one-sided arrangement (as shown in Fig.3.) , the first swiveling arm and the second swiveling arm will not interfere with each other, and they also don't interfere with the striding rods. Therefore, this paper only considers the interference problem between two striding rods. If the second swiveling arm O 1 O 2 is fixed, two striding rods rotate around each rotation center separately, their motion paths are two circles, and their overlap section is interference region, as shown the shadow region in Fig.4 . A rectangular coordinate system is set up, x axis is O 1 O 2 and its midpoint is origin of coordinates. Given that the length and width of the second swiveling arm O 1 O 2 are 2L 2 and 2H 2 , the length of the striding rods is 2L 3 , interference analysis of bionic walking mechanism includes the following two cases.
1) Interference analysis
Two striding rods rotate around each rotation center at the same rotational speed, the critical case of interference is that the striding rod 2 just comes into the shadow region, and the striding rod 1 just leaves the shadow region, i.e. their endpoints A, B are coincidence in the critical point of the shadow region, as shown in Fig.5 . It is obvious that O 1 A(B)O 2 is a isosceles right triangle, and O 1 A=O 2 B=L 3 , so we can obtain the following
Therefore, the condition of non-interference can be written as (4).
, the motion paths of two striding rods don't overlap, that is they are non-interference. However, when the length of the striding rods is less than the width of the second swiveling arm (i.e. 2L 3 <2H 2 ), it will occur touchdown interference of the second swiveling arm, and then the mechanism is unable to realize the walking function.
Therefore, in order to meet the condition of noninterference and the walking function, the following equation must be satisfied.
IV. MOTION SIMULATION OF BIONIC WALKING MECHANISM Fluctuation of vehicles body is the range of vertical variation when vehicle runs. The fluctuation of bionic walking mechanism depends on the distance between rotation center of the first swiveling arm and the ground. To meet the condition of non-interference and require of planetary gear trains, we defined that the lengths of the first swiveling arm, the second swiveling arm and the striking rod are: L 1 =69.75mm, 2L 2 =207mm, 2L 3 =260mm. Based on definition of motion coupling relation of all joints, motion simulation of bionic walking mechanism was done in COSMOS Motion, and the motion path curves of rotating joints were obtained, as shown in Fig.6 .
The vertical displacement curve of rotation center of the second swiveling arm is equal to the one of the walking mechanism with single-half-revolution mechanism, and simulation curve shows that the maximum distance from rotation center of the second swiveling arm to ground is 233.5mm; the minimum distance is 91.9mm, so the maximum of fluctuation is 141.6mm.
The vertical displacement curve of rotation center of the first swiveling arm is equal to the one of the bionic walking mechanism with double-half-revolution mechanism, and simulation curve shows that the maximum distance from rotation center of the first swiveling arm (i.e. axis of the spindle.) to ground is 210.5mm, the minimum distance is 173.8mm, so the maximum of fluctuation is 36.7mm. Therefore, the vertical fluctuation of bionic walking mechanism with double-half-revolution mechanism is small, and it meets the mobility requirements of exploration rover.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the principle of double-half-revolution mechanism, this paper designed a new-style bionic walking mechanism by using two tandem planetary gear trains. Based on analysis of interference and motion coupling relationship of joints, non-interference condition of the bionic walking mechanism is 2 3 2 2L L H < < . Motion simulation in COSMOS Motion software shows that the fluctuation of the bionic walking mechanism with double-half-revolution mechanism is small and it meets the mobility of exploration.
